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Band: Kickin Valentina (USA) 

Genre: Hard Rock/Rock'n'Roll 

Label: Mighty Music 

Albumtitle: Super Atomic 

Duration: 41:26 

Releasedate: 06.11.2015 

 

Kickin Valentina from Georgia present us snotty and dirty rock with strong sleaze influences and pure rock'n'roll 

feeling with their great album "Super Atomic". The opener (after a short intro) "One my Side" shows already where 

the journey will take us. However, I miss that certain something of the opener that sticks strongly in one's memory. 

This is better in the next song, the first single release, that also includes a video with the title "Wrong Way". The song 

finds its way into the ears with simple and catchy sounds in the mid-tempo range. It just makes you tap your feet.  

 

The next few songs awake memories of L.A. Guns or Sea Hags but one can also pick out influences of Little Caesar or 

Salty Dog. This is mainly due to the easy "sleazy" sounding vocals as the voice of frontman Joe Edwards is definitely 

the brand of the band. Of course, the well-placed guitar solos may not be missed and are fitted with a great flair of 

melody.  

 

We have enough slam-dunks with the brilliant sing-along stunner "Get ready", the successful and luscious titlesong 

and the simply awesome song "Anita". 

 

Conclusion: 

Guitar, bass, drums and snotty vocals – Rock'n'Roll is ready. It can be that simple if one will listen to simply Hard 

Rock with Sleaze influences that totally kick asses. Kickin Valentina can decently convince in this genre. One who 

treasures the already named bands as comparison, should definitely listen to it. Even though "Super Atomic" isn't 

the ultimate high flyer of the rock'n'roll history, it still kicks enough asses to please good.  

 

Rating: 8/10 

 

Recommendations: Wrong Way, Super Atomic Poster Boy, Anita 

 

Weblink: http://www.kickinvalentina.com/ , https://www.facebook.com/KickinValentina/ 

 

LineUp: 

 

Joe Edwards – Vocals  

Heber Pampillon – Guitars  

Chris Taylor – Bass  

Jimmy Berdine – Drums  
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Tracklist: 

 

01. Sermon  

02. On My Side  

03. Wrong Way  

04. Get Ready  

05. Fist N Twist  

06. Super Atomic Poster Boy  

07. Alone  

08. When You’re Gone  

09. Anita  

10. Dirty Girl 

11. Some Kind Of Sex  

 

Author: Slaine / Translator: Dine 


